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The Arctic Ocean, on the north of Europe, Asia and North America, is a shortcut 
connecting the three continents. Opening the Arctic channel that is called the ―golden 
sea route‖ by shipping industry, can not only narrow the gap between China and 
Europe ,North America and other ports significantly, but also the value and potential 
of the Arctic channel that as the connection of the East Asia and Russia, Scandinavia 
and other Arctic regions is becoming increasingly apparent. Using the Arctic channel, 
the voyage distance between coasts of China to the east coasts of North America is 
shortened 2000 to 3500 nautical miles, compare with Panama channel. The voyage 
distance between Shanghai port to western Europe is shortened 25% to 
55%,compared with the traditional route.  
For China’s shipping industry, existing seaborne trade routes are faced with such 
problems as saturation of navigation capacity and threat of piracy. The Arctic route, 
once opened, will effectively ease the pressure faced by traditional sea routes and 
ensure safe travel for vessels. Moreover, China has become the largest trading nation, 
with increasing trade volume year by year. Trade with the European Union and North 
America, in particular, is increasing gradually. The Arctic route, if open, will 
markedly reduce sailing distances between China and the EU and North America, 
which can reduce shipping cost, help optimize China’s trade structure and promote 
sound and rapid development of its national economy.  
The research is based on the summary of domestic and overseas literature. On the 
premise of the open of Arctic navigation and under the guidance of some related 
theory, we choose the Northeast Passage to launch the research. Comparing the cost 
of Arctic Route and the traditional route, and figure out if it was valuable to open. 
Then figure out the Arctic route’s impact on China’s shipping industry and offer some 
advice for China’s shipping companies.  
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1.1 Background and significance of the topic 
Since the 20th century, the world has witnessed global warming, and the Arctic route 
has been gradually explored. Along with this comes the issue of maritime transport in 
the Arctic Ocean, which has become a focal point of world attention. The Arctic route 
has the potential of becoming a new ―maritime transport artery‖ connecting Asia, 
Europe and North America. The Arctic, once open, will not only significantly shorten 
the sailing distance between China and Europe, thereby reducing cost of sea transport, 
but also help avoid sailing in high risk waters such as the Malacca Strait and Bab 
al-Mandab. It is, therefore, of extreme significance to China’s foreign trade and 
shipping industry. 
 
In July 2009, the Beluga Fraternity and Beluga Foresight from the Germany-based 
Beluga company were loaded and departed from South Korea, traveled to Vladivostok, 
Russia, from which they sailed northwards and arrived at Rotterdam, the Netherlands 
eventually. This successful voyage marks the shift from macro-level strategic 
assessment to concrete cost-benefit analysis on research on shipping through the 
Arctic Ocean. The Arctic route mainly has three parts: the Northeast Passage through 
the waters along the northern coast of Russia, the Northwest Passage through the 
waters along the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, and the Transpolar Sea Route. This 
thesis seeks to conduct cost-benefit analysis of the Arctic route with some routes in 
the Northeast Passage as an example, its impact on China’s shipping industry and 
notes on sailing by way of the Arctic route.  
 
1.2 Literature overview 
At present, the Arctic is experiencing the most rapid and severe climate change on 
earth. Based on research and forecasts, complete opening of the Arctic route is an 
irreversible trend. The route, once opens, will bring about major changes in world 
economy, politics and landscape of the shipping industry. Issue of Arctic route, 
therefore, is a multi-dimensional inter-discipline, which leads to difficulties in its 
research, especially in quantitative analysis. Up till now, research on the Arctic route 
has been mainly focused on the macro-level, in the form of introduction, especially 
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descriptive analysis, with no comprehensive and in-depth analysis. 
   
1.2.1 Domestic literature overview 
Whether spatially or in content, China, a non-Arctic country without geographic 
advantage, lags behind others in Arctic research. The first Arctic science expedition 
was conducted 14 years after Antarctic science expeditions. The Fourth Arctic science 
expedition in 2010 after three expeditions in 1999, 2003 and 2008 was the longest one 
with the largest number of scientists. These expeditions have provided a large sum of 
observation data and samples for China’s Arctic research.  
Domestic research on the Arctic route is focused on its history, current status, 
development prospects, sea ice, legal status and positions held by different countries. 
He Yinglong (1998) describe the disputes on the rights and interests of the Arctic 
route among different nations, and comes up with several proposals for solving 
disputes peacefully. Wang Xuezhong (2004), in his PhD dissertation, conducts 
simulations of climate variability of the Arctic sea ice and analyze the relationship 
between climate variability of the Arctic sea ice and China’s climate change. Wei 
Lixin and Zhang Zhanhai (2007) use NASA’s data on sea ice concentration to analyze 
the trends of changes in area and scope of Arctic sea ice with time as well as the 
spacial distribution of the changes. Li Tao, Zhao Jinping and Zhu Dayong (2009) 
analyze the changes in sea ice in East Siberian Sea in the Arctic between 1997 and 
2005. Zhang Xia, Tu Jingfang, Guo Peiqing, Sun Kai and Ling Xiaoliang (2009) list 
real examples to assess the economic potential of the shipping industry in the Arctic 
route, and point out the Arctic route’s strategic significance for China’s economic 
development. Bai Chunjiang, Li Zhihua and Yang Zuochang (2010) study the current 
status and navigation feasibility of the Northeast Passage and Northwest Passage. Dai 
Jin (2010) makes forecasts on the development prospects of the Northeast Passage, 
and points out opportunities and challenges the Northeast Passage will bring to 
China’s shipping industry. Li Zhenfu (2010) conducts an in-depth analysis of the 
evolution of the geopolitical landscape along the Arctic route, uses KJ, KIEA methods 
and fishbone diagrams to make systematic diagnosis of the complex problems faced 
when dealing with issues of the Arctic route and provide feasible solutions, and 
articulates the strategies China should adopt in dealing with issues of the Arctic route 
by dynamic SWOT analysis. Wang Jie and Fan Wenbo (2011) demonstrate the 
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significance of the opening of the Arctic route to China’s foreign trade and shipping 
industry through comparisons between China-Europe route and the Arctic route.  
In a word, currently domestic research on the Arctic route mainly focuses on 
description of current situation, existing problems, development prospects and 
significance for China’s economic development. There is little comprehensive 
research on the impact the opening of the Arctic route will have on China’s shipping 
industry and to what extent.  
 
1.2.2 Overseas literature overview 
G.B Newton and Jr. Chair (2002) analyze the important role the Arctic region play in 
world business, transport, resource exploration and national security, and demonstrate 
how the US as an Arctic country should keep its strategic position in the Arctic region. 
Saran Somanathan and Jozef Szymanski (2006) compare the freight rates and voyage 
costs of different vessels sailing through the Panama Canal and the Northwest Passage, 
and the results show that sailing through the Northwest Passage is more cost-effective. 
L.Burg (2007), in his Arctic Offshore Workability report, introduces the 
environmental situation of the Arctic route, and makes detailed analyses taking the 
Bering Strait, Chukchi Sea and Beaufort Sea as examples. ClaesLykke Ragner (2008) 
points out that the area covered by the Arctic sea ice is shrinking, while the number of 
vessels sailing through the Arctic route will increase by a large margin, and calls for 
relevant authorities to formulate policies and measures accordingly to protect the 
Arctic environment and ensure navigation safety. Megan L. Campbell (2008) 
describes the changes in the Arctic Ocean and their impact, comes up with proposals 
on how to devise reasonable policies to manage Arctic resources within the existing 
legal framework in the US, and suggests US cooperate with other Arctic countries on 
environmental protection. Joshua Ho (2009) points out that before opening of the 
Arctic route, a lot of research on infrastructure and maritime services remains to be 
done to ensure safe and reliable navigation. The Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment 
Report 2009 introduces geography, climate and current use of the Arctic route, and 
makes forecasts about the development of the Arctic route in 2020. Stephen E.L. 
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HowelK, Claude R. Duguay and Thorsten Markus (2009) analyze sea ice changes 
during 1979-2008 in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and impact on marine shipping. 
Det Norske Veritas of Norway conducts latest research on the Arctic waters in 2010, 
forecasts future shipping activities and CO2 emissions in the Arctic region based on 
analyses of current environmental and climate conditions, and uses models to 
compare the Arctic route with other routes, which lead to the conclusion that the 
Arctic route is the most economical option. In general, foreign scholars start research 
on the Arctic route earlier than Chinese researchers, and in wider range of research 
topics, based on factual data, which is of some reference for domestic research on the 
Arctic route. 
 
1.3 Research objectives and methods 
Research Objectives: 
1) Comparative study between the Arctic route and the traditional route through 
economic analysis; 
2) To carry out Arctic route more extensively, comprehensively analyze factors 
influencing the economics of the Arctic route ; 
3) Deeply evaluate the impact of further opening of Arctic route on the shipping 
industry in China. 
 
Research Methods and content: 
This paper first introduces navigation cost structure of Arctic routes, and then studies 
the economy of the Arctic route through economic case analysis, and selects different 
cases to carry out cost comparison of different routes between China and Europe., 
then the paper refers and studies date extensively, and comprehensively analyzes  
factors which influence the economy of the Arctic route based on research on the 
economics and safety of the Arctic route, and finally, according to the research results, 
evaluates the impact of the opening of the Arctic route on the shipping industry in 
China and provides suggestions for decision-making for the Chinese Shipping 
companies. 
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2.  Description of arctic waterways 
 
Arctic waterways are the generic term for connecting the Atlantic waterways and 
Pacific waterways. Arctic waterways can make Europe, Asia and North America 
contact more closely. Arctic ―Northwest Passage‖ is east from the north of the 
northern Baffin Island, Canada, through the Davis Strait and Baffin Bay, to west 
through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago water area, reach the northern Beaufort Sea 
of Alaska, which is about 6400 n mile. Arctic ―Northeast Passage‖ is the shortest 
course on the sea connecting Europe and Asia, an important passage connecting the 
Atlantic with the Pacific, as well as the lifeblood of many cities in Siberia, Russia. 
(Figure 2-1) 
 
2.1  Northeast passage 
Northeast Passage is also known as the ―Northern Sea Route‖. The concept first 
appeared in the documents of the Soviet government. In Arctic Ocean Assessment 
Report 2009, the precise definition of ―Northeast Passage‖ is a series of routes from 
Norway North Point in northwestern Europe, along the Eurasia and the north shore of 
Siberia, across the Bering Strait to the Pacific. However, in the latest Arctic Ocean 
Assessment Report (AMSA 2009, the Arctic Council), the Arctic routes and the North 
Passage are distinguished strictly. It believes that the North Passage is only part of the 
Northeast Passage, which starts west from Kara Gate, and east to Bering Strait, with a 
total length of 2,551 nautical miles. 
 
Geographically, the ―Northeast Passage‖ goes across five sea areas of the Arctic 
Ocean, which are the Barents Sea, Kara Sea, Laptev Sea, East Siberian Sea and the 
Chukchi Sea. Ships going through the Arctic have to go through a lot of narrow straits, 
which is an important constraint for navigation. Yugorsky Strait is located to the south 
of the Vaygach Island, which is the southernmost entrance from Barents Sea to the 
Kara Sea. The Strait is 39 to 41 km long and 2.5 to 12 km wide, and the narrowest 
waterway is only 2 km. The Kara Strait is the main strait for maritime transport 
between the Barents Sea and Kara Sea, whose length is about 39 km, the narrowest 
width and the shallowest depth being 41km and 15 meters respectively, where the 
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traffic separation navigation system has been established. The Vilkitsky Strait is about 
111 km long, the narrowest width is 54 km and water depth is between 40 and 230 
meters, and it is the shortest and most famous course connecting the Kara Sea and the 
Laptev Sea. The Shokalsky Strait is located to the north of Vilkitsky Strait, which is 
the second navigable strait from the Kara Sea to the Laptev Sea, whose total length is 
about 148 kilometers and the minimum depth is 37 meters. In the eastern leg of 
―Northeast Passage‖, the east-west Dmitry Laptev Strait is the southernmost channel 
between the Novosibirsk Islands and Russia inland, which connects the Laptev Sea 
with the East Siberian Sea. The Strait is about 130 kilometers long, 12 to 15 meters 
deep, but the water depth on the eastern side is less than 10 meters, which is only for 
vessels with draft less than 6.7 m for navigation. Sannikov Strait is the second Strait 
connecting the Laptev Sea with the East Siberian Sea through the New Siberian 
Islands, whose length is about 402 kilometers and minimum depth is 13 meters. 
DeLong Strait separates the Wrangel Island and the Russian inland and connects the 
East Siberian Sea with the Chukchi Sea. The southern coastline is about 220 
kilometers long and the minimum depth is 20 meters; the northern coastline is about 




Exploration of the Northeast Passage originated in the 16th century, when  the 
British explorer Chancellorsville tried to get through the Northeast Passage and reach 
the North Sea in northern Russia. Three hundred years later, countless explorers have 
made great sacrifices to get through the Northeast Passage, but failed. It was not until 
1914-1915,that the Soviet government supported Vilkitsky ,who succeeded in  
passing through the Northeast Passage completely. 
 
On August 15, 2005, the Northeast Passage was open, until September 28 in that year, 
it lasting for 45 days. The Northern Passage in the Northeast Passage has been highly 
developed by former Soviet Union as part of its domestic routes, especially the west 
of the Northern Passage has been opened for perennial navigation in winter from the 
year 1978 to 1979 . In 2007 and 2008, except for the western sea area of the Laptev 
Sea, the sea ice in other sea area of the Northeast Passage is melted. 
 
                                                             
1 The Impact of the Arctic “Northeast Passage” on China’s Shipping Industry, International Trade, Wang Yuqiang, Shou Jianmin 
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There have been several navigation routes existed on the ―Northeast Passage‖, whose 
total length is 3,074 sea miles from Murmansk to the Bering Strait. The total length of 
―Northern Sea Route‖ from the Kara Strait to the Bering Strait is 2551 sea miles. The 
range of this year-round navigation route from Dudinka to Murmansk is 1343 nautical 
miles and its leg about 500 nautical miles is located in the region between the Pechora 
Sea offshore in the southeast of the Barents Sea (new oil export end) and Murmansk. 
Compared to the Canadian Arctic region, the ―Northeast Passage‖ along the Russian 
Arctic ocean has many more available ports, from west to east are Am Djerma, Dixon, 
Yamburg (OB Bay), Dudinka (Northern Yenisei River), Igarka (Southern Yenisei 
River), Khatanga (the Kheta River of the Laptev Sea), Tiksi (Tiksi Bay near Lena 
River), Pevek and the coastal Provideniya of the Bering Sea
2
. In 2011, 34 ships 
completed the voyage through the Passage. In 2012, there were 46 ships completed 
the commercial voyage through the Passage. Among above ships through the 
Northeast Passage, the largest ship passing through the Northeast Passage in 2011 is 
the ―SCF Baltica‖, which contains 117,000 tons of liquefied natural gas; in 2012, the 
largest ship passing through the Northeast Passage is the ―Ob River‖ LNG ship with 
the length of 288 meters. Until July 19, 2013, the Russian Northern Waterway 
Administration has approved 204 vessels of transiting through the Northeast Passage; 
Until August 12, 2013, there have been 372 vessels, including COSCO Insein Ship, 
passing through or sailing on the Northeast Passage.
3
 
                                                             
2 The Impact of the Arctic “Northeast Passage” on China’s Shipping Industry, International Trade, Wang Yuqiang, Shou Jianmin 
 
3
 The Status Quo and Facing Challenges of the Arctic Shipping, China Maritime, 2013-10-08 
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Figure1 the Northern Sea Route 
 
This pie chart （Figure 2）clearly show the transit situation of the NSR in 2013, it 
includes the number of diffident type ships, the tones of cargo in each type ship, the 
ship flags, and direction of calls. From the pie chart it can be concluded that the liquid 
bulk cargo is the major cargo in Arctic area and the Russia flag ships is the major type. 
(The route is historically used by the Russians for their domestic shipping purpose.) 
Table 2 also shows results of similar statistical information. 
 
Table 1 NSR Transits in 2012 and 2013 
NSR Transits in 2012 
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Source: northern sea route information office, http://www.arctic-lio.com/ 
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Source: northern sea route information office, http://www.arctic-lio.com/ 
 
  2.2 Northwest passage 
European powers have opened the Suez Canal. The US President Roosevelt has cut 
the Panama Canal, and the climate change has opened the ―Northwest Passage‖ 
between the Pacific and Atlantic. Internationally, the definition of the Northwest 
Passage is more general, which usually refers to a channel east from the Davis Strait 
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and Baffin Bay, west through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, through the Beaufort 
Sea in the northern Alaska, across the Bering Strait and the Pacific. The total length of 
Northwest Passage is 1450 km, the water depth of main straits is 305 meters, the sea 
area is wide and waterway extends in all directions. 
 
  2.3 North polar passage 
North Polar Passage is from the Bering Strait, not through the Canadian Arctic 
Archipelago or the Russian Coast, directly across the central area of the Arctic Ocean 
and directly into the Greenland Sea or the Norwegian Sea. The total length is about 
2100 sea miles. Apparently, the North Polar Passage is the shortest route connecting 
the Atlantic with the Pacific. However, the central region of the Arctic is perennially 
covered with thick sea ice, it is difficult to melt in short time, and the ship cannot pass. 
Therefore, this route has not yet been opened and used commercially. 
In view of the high degree of correlation between the Arctic northeast route and China, 
this paper chooses the Northeast route as the research object. 
 
 
Figure 3  Polar Shipping Routes 
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3. Cost-Benefit Analysis of Arctic Northeast Passage 
  3.1 Navigation cost Structure of arctic northeast passage 
Profits of the route are determined by income and costs. Since the Arctic route does 
not limit the size of vessels, the middle and large type vessel, even the ultra-large type 
vessel can be used. There is little difference in freight quotation for transporting 
containers among shipping enterprises. When the quantity demand for goods among 
routes is fixed, shipping enterprises can achieve a predetermined route profits for only 
controlling the shipping costs. 
 
There are various different methods to divide the sailing costs. The costs are mainly 
internationally divided into fixed costs and variable costs. Fixed costs, as the name 
implies, refers to the costs which does not vary with changes within a certain period 
of time. This part of costs is relatively fixed, such as crew salaries, vessel depreciation 
cost and management and maintenance fees, etc. Variable costs refer to the costs 
which vary with traffic volume, etc., such as fuel costs and reprint fees. In addition, 
the industry also often divides the shipping costs into three parts, the capital costs, 
management costs and voyage costs. The shipping costs are apportioned to voyage 
times in proportion, and single voyage costs can be obtained. 
 
3.1.1 Capital costs 
Owning ships is a prerequisite for carrying out transport services for shipping 
enterprises, and the costs expended for owning ships is the capital costs, which can be 
divided into two items, shipping depreciation costs and interest expenses. 
 
(1) Shipping Depreciation Costs 
In the transportation, ships will produce losses and be with value transfer, that is, 
transfer of part of the value itself to transportation service central area, which is the 
shipping depreciation. The amount of shipping depreciation is related to the shipping 
initial investment and depreciation life. When ships are used more frequently or 
shipping enterprises has difficulty in financing, shipping depreciation life will be short; 
when the tonnage of ships is greater  and the shipbuilding market is in short supply, 
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the more the investment expended for purchasing ships will be. The capital costs of 
ships can be expressed as: 
C=S* /  
There into: C——Shipping yearly depreciation 
    S——Shipping capital costs 
 n——Vessel age, which is 15~20 years in general 
 i——Interest rate, which is 10% 
——Shipping operating rate 
 
For a ship navigating on the Arctic routes, if the ship was constructed with 
specification in ice zone, due to its requirements on structure, stability, construction 
processes and materials and mandatory regulatory requirements
4
, such as main motor 
power, etc., the shipping costs is higher. Therefore, its capital cost is higher than the 
other ships. Some scholars have pointed out that, ice class shipbuilding costs is 
generally at least twice higher than common ships
5
. Meanwhile, because the shipping 
time of the Arctic routes is limited, the anti-ice class shipping operating rate is 
relatively low compared with other ships. Therefore, the yearly depreciation cost of 
anti-ice ships is higher than common ships. 
 
IMO is currently developing a draft International code of safety for ships operating in 
polar waters (Polar Code), which would cover the full range of design, construction, 
equipment, operational, training, search and rescue and environmental protection 
matters relevant to ships operating in the inhospitable waters surrounding the two 
poles. The Polar Code and SOLAS amendments were adopted during the 94th session 
of IMO’s Maritime Safety Committee (MSC), in November 2014; the environmental 
provisions and MARPOL amendments were adopted during the 68th session of the 
Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) in May 2015. 
                                                             
4
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Source: http://www.imo.org/MediaCentre/HotTopics/polar/Pages/default.aspx, IMO 
Figure 4 the polar code mean for ship safety 
 
(2) Interest 
Ship investment would account for a large part of working capital of shipping 
enterprises. If the strength of shipping enterprises was strong enough, working capital 
was more abundant, you can purchase ships in full amount without borrowing money 
from banks and other institutions, the interest rate will not occur. However, in most 
cases, since ship cost is expensive, shipping enterprises want to smooth cash flow, 
generally, they need to borrow money from banks or other financial institutions, 
meanwhile, they need to regularly pay certain interest for loans, and the higher the 
shipbuilding costs, the more loan would be needed and the more the interest need to 
pay. 
 
3.1.2 Operational management costs 
In order to maintain a normal navigation service, shipping enterprises need  
recurring maintenance costs, which includes crew costs, insurance expenses, repair 
and maintenance costs, consumables, materials fee and management fee. 
 
(1) Crew Costs 
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Crew costs refer to various costs on shipping enterprises employing the crews, mainly 
including crew salaries and various bonuses and benefits, etc. The level of crew costs 
is related to various factors. Overall, the crew’s wages is higher in developed 
countries. The higher the technological level of crews is, the higher the wages will be. 
When sailing in risk water area, such as bad weather and sea state, etc. in sailing area, 
the crew will request higher wages. 
 
Obviously, since the crews need to work under extreme conditions, the daily expenses 
and the wages of the crews on the Arctic routes should be much higher than the 
normal route. Because of the sea ice blocking, ships need to frequently change course 
to make full use of the waterway between the ice and the thin ice area. It needs special 
skills to require it. Russian shipping enterprises claim that people who want to be the 
captain of the vessel in the Arctic area must accept 10-year additional trainings
6
.  
In the current Arctic trial voyage, there are not mandatory requirements of 
competency of crews. 《The Arctic Guidelines》 7 shows the safe operational 
requirements of ―pay particular attention to human factors, including training and 
operational procedures‖ under the circumstance of the ice covering navigation. The 
Arctic Guidelines recommends that the crews should get the ice navigation, simulator 
training, exposed icebreaking operations and cargo operations in cold weather in 
advance before sailing into the ice area. Meanwhile, when all ships navigate in ice 
areas, they should be equipped with at least one observer of ice conditions. The Arctic 
Guidelines further recommends that observers of ice conditions should hold 
documentary proof, which indicates that they are trained by the approved ice 
navigation. 
 
The Arctic Guidelines also make recommendations on labor issues not dealt with 
under SOLAS or STCW. The integrated  approach  adopted  by the guidelines 
recognizes that safe  operation in  ice-covered conditions  ―requires  specific 
attention  to  human  factors including training  and  operational  procedures.‖  
The  guidelines recommend  that  crew have ice navigation and simulator training 
prior to entering Arctic waters, as well as exposure  to  ice-breaking  operations  





  Guidelines for ships operating in polar waters (Resolution A.1024(26)) 
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and  cold  weather  cargo handling;  and  that  all  ships operating in Arctic 
ice-covered waters should have at least one qualified  ice  navigator  available  to  
continuously  monitor ice  conditions  when  the  ship is underway and making 
way in the presence of ice. The guidelines recommend that the ice navigator provide 
documentary evidence of having satisfactorily completed an approved training 
program in ice navigation.  However, according to the latest IMO amendment for the 
polar crew certification, it requires that crews for polar voyages should be with 
mandatory certification, which is divided into two levels, the ―basic training‖ and 
―advanced training‖. The relevant standards are as below. This indicates that the polar 
navigation, including the crews of the Arctic voyages, should deserve more and 
special training and mandatory certification, which also indicates that the crews for 
polar navigation. Due to the special nature of their profession, the number is smaller 
and the cost is higher. The amendment will take effect in 2017. 
 
Table 3 Basic Training Standards for Polar Crew 







s and areas 
where 
different type 
of ice can be 
expected in 
the area of 
operation: 
 
1.  Ice physics, terms, formation, growth, aging and stage of melt;   
2.  Ice types and concentrations;   
3.  Ice pressure and distribution;   
4.  Friction from snow covered ice.   
5.  Implications of spry-icing; Danger of icing up, precautions to 
avoid icing up and options during icing up;   
6.  Ice regimes in different regions. Significant differences between 
the Arctic and the Antarctic, first year and multiyear ice, sea ice and 
land ice;   
7.  Use of Ice imagery to recognize consequences of rapid change in 
ice and  
weather conditions;   
8.  Knowledge of ice sky and water blink;   
9.  Knowledge of differential movement of icebergs and pack ice;   
10. Knowledge of tides and currents in ice-covered waters;   





in ice and 
cold climate:  
1.  Vessel Characteristics;  
2.  Vessel types, hull designs;  
3.  Engineering requirements for operating in ice-covered waters;  
4.  Ice strengthening requirements;  
5.  Limitations of ice-classes;  
6.  Winterization and preparedness of vessel, including deck and 
engine;  
7.  Low-temperature system performance;  
8.  Equipment and machinery limitation in ice condition and cold 
climate;  
9.  Monitoring of ice pressure on hull;  
10. Sea suction, water intake, Superstructure insulation and Special 
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and ability to 
operate and 
manoeuvre a 
ship in ice:  
1.  Safe speed in the presence of ice and icebergs;  
2.  Ballast tank monitoring;  
3.  Cargo operation in Ice condition for liquid cargoes; 
4.  Cargo operation at anchor, in ice infested waters;  
5.  Awareness of engine loads and cooling problems;  






1.  Local regulations for entering different regions;  
2.  International regulations including the Antarctic treaty and the 
Code for ships operating in polar waters;  
3.  Knowledge of accident reports concerning vessels in polar 
waters;  
4.  Knowledge of IMO standards for operation in remote areas;  








and safety:  
1.  Recognize limitations of search and rescue readiness and 
responsibility, including radio area A4 and its SAR communication 
facility limitation;  
2.  Awareness of Contingency planning;  
3.  How to establish safe working procedures specific to Polar 
environments such as extreme low temps, ice covered surfaces , PPE, 
use of buddy system, and working time limitations;  
4.  Recognize dangers when crews are exposed to low temperatures;  
5.  Crew preparation including personal protective gear and safe 
working practices; 
6.  Human factors including cold fatigue, medical-first aid aspects, 
crew welfare;   
7.  Survival requirements including the use of PSK and GSK;  
8.  Awareness of the most common hull and equipment damages and 
how to avoid these;  
9.  Superstructure-deck icing, including effect on stability and trim;  
10. Prevention and removal of ice including the factors of accretion;  
11. Recognize fatigue problems due to noise and vibrations;  






al factors and 
regulations:  
1.   Identify particular sensitive sea areas regarding discharge;  
2.   Identify areas where shipping is prohibited or should be 
avoided;  
3.   Special areas in MARPOL;  
4.  Recognize limitations oil-spill equipment;  
5.  Plan for coping with increased volumes of garbage, bilge water, 
sewage, etc.;  
6.  Lack of infrastructure.  
7.  Oil spill and Pollution in Ice 
8.  Awareness that all the usual things that could go wrong would 
have more serious consequences in ice-covered waters; 
 








1.  Information sources;  
2.  Reporting regimes in polar waters, 
3.  Development of safe routing   and passage planning to avoid ice 
where possible; 
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1.hazards associated with terrestrial navigational aids in regions; 
2. high latitude errors on compasses; 
3. discrimination of radar targets and ice-features in ice-clutter; 
4. recognize limitations of electronic positioning systems at high 
latitude; 
5. recognize limitations in nautical charts and pilot descriptions; 
6. recognize limitations in communication systems. 
Knowledge 
and ability to 
operate and 
manoeuvre a 
ship in ice:  
 
1.Preparation and risk assessment before approaching ice-infested 
waters, 
2.Conduct communications with an icebreaker and other vessels and 
maintain contact with any other vessel in the area and the local SAR 
Organization 
5.ramming procedures – including double and single ramming 
passage 
9.besetment and beset vessel 
12. towing and salvage in ice 
13. in various ice concentration and coverage, 
14.Use of different type of propulsion and rudder 
15.Use of heeling and trim-systems.; hazards in connection with 
ballast and trim in relation with ice; 
16. Docking and undocking in ice covered waters, 
17. Anchoring in ice 
18. Recognize sea smoke, 
Knowledge 
of  safety:  
 
1.Understand the procedures and techniques for abandoning the ship 
and survival on  
the ice and in ice-covered waters;  
2.Recognize limitations on fire-fighting systems and Life Saving 
systems due to low temperatures,  
3.Understand unique concerns in conducting emergency drills in ice 
and low temperatures;  
4.Understand unique concerns in conducting emergency response in 




It refers to the costs spent for insurance of ships and crews according to factors 
considered, such as the shipping condition of the company, route condition operated 
and safety of crews, etc. 
 
10
Arctic shipping will not be sustainable without the availability of marine insurance 
at reasonable commercial rates. The availability and cost of marine insurance is a 
major constraint on Arctic marine shipping. Of particular significance for Arctic 
shipping is protection and indemnity insurance, offered through P & I Clubs. Until 
recently, Russian Federation shipping in the Arctic tended to be insured under state 
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schemes, and now P & I coverage is a requirement for trading on the Northern Sea 
Route.  
 
Although most of the risks associated with shipping are well known and understood 
by insurers and assureds alike, the risks associated with polar navigation are still not 
fully known or understood. In the case of Northern Sea Route, the Arctic is perceived 
as an unknown quantity or a marine frontier. As a result, the provision of insurance for 
Arctic shipping tends to be on a case-by-case basis and expensive, with seasonal 
additional premiums.  
 




(i) Operators of ships using the NSR are at risk of incurring liabilities arising 
from physical risks to the ship and crew, of extreme weather, cold, and ice 
conditions. Contact with ice floes and icebergs, ice accretion, restricted visibility 
and operational malfunctions due to cold, can all potentially contribute to cause 
delays and damage to the ship, her crew and cargo.  
(ii) The physical risks are aggravated by infrastructure risks of poor 
communications, incomplete charting in some areas, unreliable navigational aids, 
and potential remoteness from all sources of help when an incident happens, 
including remoteness from salvage and clean-up facilities, search and rescue, 
medical assistance, surveyors, Club correspondents, bunkering facilities, etc. 
(iii) Third, there are enhanced human element risks if the officers and crew lack 
the training and experience to address the difficulties noted above. 
 
To protect the environment, the ships navigating in the Arctic area need to spend high 
environmental insurance costs. In addition, since the navigation environment of Arctic 
navigation is more severe, compared with other routes and the difficulty in navigation 
is higher, the premiums of ships and premiums of life and property safety are 
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increased. (Inquiring by Phone) According to an example given by an insurance 
company, it usually can reach $ 100,000 per ship. If it is through the Northwest 




(3) Repair and Maintenance Costs  
In the course, due to seawater corrosion, operational mistakes, suffering from an 
accident, normal wear of facilities and equipment and other factors, ship hulls and 
parts will inevitably be damaged. Therefore, the regular maintenance of machine, hull 
and machinery, etc. is also needed. The greater the vessel age is, the more stringent 
the safety requirements are and the higher the requirements of pollution prevention 
are, the more the repair and maintenance costs will be. Meanwhile, due to the 
professionalism and the specificity of the polar ship design, the costs of spare parts 
are increased. In addition, since the infrastructure of various ports of call in navigation 
is not perfect, they can only rely on the supply and maintenance of riparian countries, 
and currently, various ports of call of Arctic Northeast Passage mainly are Russian 
port, its logistics supply level and maintenance capabilities are limited, thus higher 
maintenance costs will be generated. 
 
(4) Consumables and Material Costs  
Ships must reserve some important parts, such as lubricants and additives, etc., and 
consume some consumables, such as water and food, etc., in normal navigation. 
However, the ports of call of Arctic Northeast Passage mainly are Russian port, its 
logistics supply level and capabilities are limited, thus higher acquisition costs will be 
generated. 
 
(5) Administration Expenses 
Except for transportation ship business, the aggregation of corporate operating 
expenses for ancillary activities, such as personnel, business, finance and marketing, 
etc. of shipping enterprises is the management expenses. 
 
3.1.3 Voyage Costs 
Voyage cost refers to the costs of a voyage for shipping transportation. Since the 
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Northeast Passage in located in the northern water area of Russia, Russia has set up 
relevant institutions and laws for this. The Federal State Institution ―Administration of 
the Northern sea route‖ was established according to the Order of the Government of 
Russian Federation № 358-p (March,15,2013), Federal law act № 81 (April,30,1999) 
p.3 art. 5.1 ―The merchant shipping code of Russian Federation‖. To organize 
navigation in the water area of the Northern sea route
13
, the main targets of the 
Institution are ensuring safe navigation and protection of marine environment from 
the pollution in the water area of the Northern sea route. The main functions are the 
following: 
- Obtaining and considering the submitted applications and issuing the 
permissions for navigation through the Northern sea route; 
- Issuing the certificates of the ice conventional pilotage on the Northern sea 
route; 
- Researching weather, ice, navigational and other conditions on the Northern 
sea route; 
- Coordination of installation of navigational aids and harmonization of 
regions to carry out hydrographic surveys operations on the Northern sea 
route; 
- Assistance in the organization of search and rescue operations in the water 
area of the Northern sea route; 
- Assistance in eliminating the consequences of pollution from vessels of 
harmful substances, sewage or garbage; 
- Rendering the information services in relation to the water area of the 
Northern sea route, for example, about the organization of navigation, 
requirements of safe navigation and others; 
- Making recommendations about development of routes of navigation and 
using icebreaking fleet in the water area of the Northern sea route, ice and 
navigational conditions there; 
- Timely data retrieval from Russian hydro meteorological service about hydro 
meteorological forecast and ice analysis. 
 
(1) Voyage Distance and Time 
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Through the comparison of the distance of current China-EU routes with the Arctic 
route, it can be found that the Arctic has obvious advantages, select four 
representative ports, including three typical ports from north to south of China, Dalian, 
Shanghai and Hong Kong and Europe, the specific route mileage is showed in 
Table3-4. The analysis of Table3-4 shows, the navigation of Arctic route can 
significantly reduce the mileage from China’s coastal ports to ports in Europe. The 
ports from the north of Shanghai to the west of Europe and the north sea, etc. Having 
range advantage, which can reach 11% - 30%. The reduction of sailing distance can 
reflect the economy of Arctic route to considerable extent. 
 
Table4 Shipping mileage 
 
–Source: Odometer of Major Ports in the World, and then settled out by the author 
 
Table5 Shipping mileage between traditional routes and the Arctic route among major 
ports （Unit/nautical mile） 
Departure  HAMBURG NEW YORK 
Arrive 
routes 
TianJing H.K Shanghai TianJing Shanghai Xiamen 
Arctic route 8172 8370 7952 8876 8632 9197 
The Suez 
Canal 
11302 9360 10715 12876 12289 11767 
Cape of 
Good Hope 
14771 13109 14184 15135 12548 14026 
Panama 
Canal 
 12920  10777 10567 10959 
Note: to eastern north America Port go Northwest passage, to Northern Europe and 
Western Europe port go Northeast passage. 




Table6 Comparison of Shipping Costs Item of China-EU Routes and Arctic Route 
 China-Europe traditional route China-Europe Arctic Channel 
Route 
Fuel oil more than 50% of the total cost The distance shortened 20%- 
36%,cost down 10%-18% 
insurance about 0.125%-0.2% of the ship’s value 
caused by the piracy 
No piracy pay, but more 
pollution risk 
On voyage ships VLCS should round the Cape of Good Hope VLCS can through the Channel 
Ship’s depression Normal New icebreaker has high 
building and maintenance cost 
other Need to pay port disbursement Need to pay the ice pilot and 
sea ice forecast service 
Source: The Pacific Journal Vol. 19, fourth 
 
(2) Fuel Cost 
When the ship is sailing, the main engine of the ship needs to burn heavy oil, while 
berthing in the harbor, although the main engine stops working, the auxiliary engine 
still works and needs to burn light oil. In one voyage, the total expenses of marine 
heavy oil and light oil is the fuel cost. The faster the speed of ships is, the greater the 
fuel consumption per unit time will increase. In addition, the better the quality of fuel 
oil is, the higher the price will be. According to related statistics, from 2007 to 2009, 
when oil price rises for each one dollar, the shipping costs will increase by 1% 





Currently, the national shipping community pays more attention to pollution caused 
by shipping activities. With the rising of the statutory emission requirements, as well 
as the needs of competition itself (cost control), shipping enterprises also attach great 
importance to this. The 68th Meeting of the International Maritime Organization 
Marine Environment Protection Committee (from May 11
th
, 2015 to 15
th
, 2015) 
specifically develops new anti-pollution regulations for polar voyages. The entire 
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range covers: 
- Prevention of Oil Pollution: prohibit the oil or oily mixture from being discharged 
from ships to the sea. Fuel tank must be separated from the shell; 
- Prevention of Pollution by Noxious Liquid Substances: prohibit the noxious liquid 
substances or mixtures containing such substances from being discharged to the sea; 
- Prevention of Sewage Pollution: prohibit the sewage discharge unless it complies 
with requirements of Annex IV of MARPOL Convention and polar rules; 
- Prevention of Garbage Pollution: limit garbage discharge, and only Annex IV of 
MARPOL Convention and polar rules are permitted. 
 
In aspect of the air pollution, the IMO has developed the specific requirements and 
schedule (see below table) for the global shipping industry. It is worth mentioning that, 
despite the legislative blank state, the environmental protection caused by the Arctic 




Figure 5  The specific requirements and schedule for the global shipping industry 
Source: ISF/ICS, 2014  
 
(3) Port Charges, Icebreaking and Pilotage 
When the ships arrive at the ports and get off the harbors, they need to use the service 
facilities and personnel of ports, such as water areas, waterways and navigators, etc., 
and therefore, a charge is incurred. In addition, when ships load or unload goods in 
harbors, they need to use the port quay cranes, yard and warehouses and other 
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facilities, which also need to pay the associated costs. In short, the cost occurred in the 
port is port charges. The charging standards of port charges of various ports are 
different. The port charges have become one of the important charges constituting the 
shipping costs. Since the Northeast Passage is located in the northern water area of 
Russia, which is mainly governed by Russia Rules of navigation on the water area of 
the Northern Sea Route in 2012, and because navigation restrictions in ice zone (for 
example, it itself has no independent icebreaking capability), and therefore, some 
icebreaking pilotage fees will be generated in their regions. 
 
According to Rules for the North Sea
15
, when ships navigate in the water area of the 
North Sea and sea areas are involved in related severe, moderate and mild freezes, 
ships must use the ice-breaking guidance delivering information, and the Northern 
Sea Channel Authority describes in the license. The icebreaking guidance is 
implemented by icebreaker which has the right to navigate with the flag of the 
Russian Federation. 
(1) The starting place and time for ships implementing icebreaking guidance is agreed 
by the ship owner and institution providing North Sea waters icebreaking guidance 
services. 
(2) The costs of North Sea waters icebreaking guidance is implemented according to 
the provisions of the Natural Monopoly Law of the Russian Federation. 
(3) The agreed system of ship ice-zone pilotage costs 
 
Russian Northern Sea Channel Authority implements the agreed shipping ice-zone 
pilotage costs system. Taking ―ensure the safety of navigation, prevent ship accidents 
and protect the Marine Environment of the Arctic waters as the legal basis, the ship 
ice-zone pilotage costs in the northern waters is determined based on Paragraph 5, 
Article 5 of the Natural Monopoly Law of the Russian Federation and Commercial 
Navigation Law, which consider vessel tonnage, vessel ice level, the distance of 
implementing the pilotage and navigation date, etc. (Article 22 and Article 23 in Rules 
for North Sea). 
 
The pilotage costs for the Northeast Passage is considerable. Even if the ice condition 
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is better and icebreaker can get through the channel without the escort, they also need 
to pay the full costs. The basic offer put forward by Russia differ greatly according to 
different types of ships and application time, the minimum costs can be reduced to 
50%. However, the existing icebreaking pilotage dues have changed dramatically, 
which can be discussed. It is worth noting that ship ice-zone pilotage operators should 
be citizens of the Russian Federation and hold the northern sea ship ice-zone pilotage 
eligibility certificate issued by the North Sea Channel Administration, or they cannot 
provide the ship ice-zone pilotage operations (Article 35 in Rules for North Sea). 
 
According to the relevant information published by the Russian Arctic Channel 




- Icebreaking capability level of ships 
- Tonnage of ships 
- Navigation area of ships (The Kara Sea - South-West part, The Kara Sea - 
North-East part, The Laptev Sea - South-West part, The Laptev Sea - North-East 
part, The East Siberian Sea - - South-West part, The East Siberian Sea - 
North-East part, The Chukchi Sea 
- Ice conditions 
 
For example, the total tonnage without ice-zone strengthening is ship of 12,120 tons, 
the costs of icebreaker through The Kara Sea - South-West part waters is about 
160,000 dollars. It should be noted, the Russia also compulsively requires vessels to 
be equipped with icebreakers even if in the ice-free summer. In addition, according to 
the measurement and calculation of relevant Norwegian institutions, shipping 
enterprises need to pay pilotage fees, insurance fees and emergency fees (prepaid),etc, 
which is more than 300,000 dollars, for one voyage in the Arctic. This expenditure is 




The relevant information released by the Russian Arctic Channel Authority (NSRA) 
shows that the Northeast Passage in the Russian north shore has about 17 ports for 
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calling. Different ports will provide different shipping services and charge different 
port charges depending on their size and function. However, when a vessel is only for 
crossing, the relevant port charges will not occur.  
3.2 Analysis of Other Factors Affecting Navigation Economy of Arctic Northeast 
Passage 
 
When ships sail in the Arctic route, they are also affected by the relevant operating 
parameters of other navigation economy, including the operating rate, the average 
route speed, average voyage number and time and search and rescue, etc. 
 
3.2.1 Operating rate 
The operating rate refers to the proportion of the shipping operating time in the total 
time. For the Arctic route, the operating rate of the Arctic route is significantly lower 
than that of the traditional routes operating rates in one-year study time, compared 
with the traditional routes, because the Arctic sea ice has strong seasonal variation. 
 
There are different statements and forecasts about the navigable time of the Arctic 
route. According to the report of Lloyd’s Shipping Economy in London, until 2040, the 
Arctic Ocean route has about half a month for the vessels to navigate during the 
summer. if the vessels are ordinary freighters, they also need icebreakers to clear the 
way; when every winter, the Arctic Ocean route is still sealed by ice layer of three to 
four meters; Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA) published in 2004 predicted 
that the earliest year of ice-free summer in Arctic Ocean would appeared in 2050; and 
according to new calculations and projections in 2009, ice-free summer in Arctic 
Ocean will appear within 10 years, which is 30 years earlier than the originally 
estimated time; the Northeast Passage is about 5700 n mile. The current annual 
navigable period is from July to October. It is predicted that the navigable period of 




According to the research, the author in this paper adopts information issued by the 
Russian Northern Channel Authority: Oil tankers, gas carriers, and chemical carriers 
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with a gross tonnage of 10 000 and more and without ice strengthening can only 
navigate in the water area of the NSR in ―open water‖ assisted by icebreaker during 
the period from 1 July to 15 November
19
. That is, at present, the Northeast Passage 
has navigable time for nearly four and a half months. 
 
3.2.2 Average Route Speed 
The average time needed for the process of ships achieving goods transportation or 
passenger transportation is the average voyage time of ships. When the operation 
period and the route distance are given, the greater the average speed of ships is, the 
shorter the time for ships completing a complete transportation, the shorter the 
average voyage number time will be. When the average voyage number time is 
shorter, the higher the turnover rate of ships will be, which means that the higher the 
use ratio of ships will be and the greater the benefits will be. Unit fuel consumption is 
related to not only the engine power, but also the navigation environment of ships. 
When sailing upwind, the fuel consumption per unit mileage will be more. 
 
When navigating in the Arctic route, firstly, even the icebreaker and other navigation 
technologies have been very advanced today, the Arctic is still the world’s most 
difficult and dangerous route. In 2009, the Arctic Shipping Assessment Report said 
that the number of ship incidents only occurred in Arctic sea area between 1995 and 
2004 is as high as 293. Between 2004 and 2009, the President of Arctic shipping 
assessment of the Arctic Council and professor in University of Alaska, Lawson 
Brigham estimates that only about 9% of the Arctic Ocean is drawn with the nautical 
maps now according to international standards. In 2009, Canada firstly drew the 
world’s first comprehensive map. However, in actual operations, when the ships 
navigate in high latitudes and ice zone, its geographic location and natural 
environment bring about many difficulties in navigation; secondly, in the ice zone of 
the Arctic Ocean, in addition to GPS navigation, there are significant limitations 
existing in other navigation instruments, including the log, radar and magnetic 
compass, etc.; landmarks positioning, radiolocation and astronomical positioning will 
also be interfered. In addition to the Iridium phone, other communications equipment 
over 75 degrees north latitude cannot be used because they cannot receive 
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synchronous satellite signals, and there is no any other ship in navigation area for 
reference and identification. The Arctic route is still lack of various safe data 




When the ships sailing in the Arctic route, the factors affecting the average speed of 
ships are: the influence of sea ice and glaciers; the impact of ocean currents; the 
impact of sea fog; the impact of storms; the influence of route infrastructure; the 
impact of navigation traffic control; the influence of technical level and responsibility 
of crews and managers, etc. Due to the meteorological environment, hydrologic 
environment, geographical environment, navigation traffic control environment, 
navigation aid facility and information and intelligence environment, etc., it is 
difficult for ships to reach the desired speed in the Arctic route from the perspective of 
security and economy. 
 
3.2.3 Climate and Port Services 
The weather conditions of the Northeast route are not very favorable. Fog is more, ice 
conditions can vary greatly within one or two days, it is difficult to predict. If time 
requirements, selecting the Northeast route may result in postponed arrival due to the 
factors, such as weather and ice conditions, etc., especially in the beginning of 
ice-melting in summer and near the end of ice-melting. 
 
In the Northeast Passage, despite there are 41 ports opened to shipping enterprises 
among over 50 ports along the coast of Russia of the Arctic Northeast Passage, about 
40% of ports are with not strong functions, very limited ability to provide supply and 
cannot operate effectively. Although some can provide adequate icebreaking needs. 
Berth, water depth and mechanization level are not satisfactory, and only a very few 
can meet the technical requirements of the international shipping industry. However, 
the construction of Accident Rescue System is currently in its initial stage: If the ships 
are trapped, rescue teams may spend a long time in arriving; if the ships fail, there are 
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3.2.4 Administrative Management 
Russia specifically set up the Northern Sea Channel Authority (NSRA) for the Arctic 
Northeast Passage. At present, Russia implements the licensing system of applying 
into the North Sea water from Russia on the fleets or ships in other countries 
navigating into the northern sea areas with its unilateral behavior. Upon permission, 
ships will be allowed to move into the North Sea waters, otherwise, Russia does not 
help ships into the northern sea waters, even limiting other ships into the country. This 





Rules for the North Sea provides that, when ships sail in the Arctic, the Northern Sea 
Channel Authority requires the ship owner, ship owner’s representatives or captains 
entering the northern sea areas to put forward the application for ship navigation 
license and obtain the ship navigation license of the northern sea areas issued by the 
Northern Sea Channel Authority and then enter the northern waters. When putting 
forward the application, specific matters must be listed, and ship owners should 
ensure that the ships must explicitly comply with the relevant provisions before 
entering the North Sea waters (Article 3 in Rules for the North Sea). 
 
The applicants must send information to the specified e-mail in contact information 
on official website of the Northeast Sea Channel Authority (hereinafter referred to as 
official website) according to additional materials in Article 4 and Article 5 of the 
Rule. The time is not earlier than 120 calendar days and not later than 15 working 
days before the expected date of ships entering the North Sea waters (Article 6 in 
Rules for the North Sea). The Northern Sea Channel Authority accepts it from the date 
of receiving application (Article 7 in Rules for the North Sea), if the Northeast Sea 
Channel Authority receives application on rest days or holidays, it should accept on 
the first working day after rest days or holidays. After the application is received, it 
issues the receiving information of applications and indicates the date of application 
acceptance within two working days on official website (Article 8 in Rules for the 
North Sea). 
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The Northern Sea Channel Authority should approve and authorize the applications 
with 10 working days from the date of acceptance of application. Within 2 working 
days after the Northern Sea Channel Authority approves navigation license in the 
North Sea waters, it should issue the license on official website. The license should 
specify the ship name, flag, IMO number, start date and navigation routes. And the 
license should specify that ships require the relevant information of icebreaking 
guidance in the conditions of severe, moderate and light icing (Article 10 in Rules for 
the North Sea). Special provisions for in and out of the waters (Article 10 in Rules for 
the North Sea): ships which have obtained license should not enter the North Sea 
waters before the license takes effect and should leave the North Sea waters before the 
expiry date of the license. If the ships cannot leave the North Sea waters before the 
expiry date of the license, they should inform the Northern Sea Channel Authority and 
explain the violation reasons and act according to the command of the Northern Sea 
Channel Authority. 
 
3.3 Empirical Analysis of Economy of the Arctic Northeast Passage 
In view of the cut-through of Arctic route significantly shortening the merchant 
voyage between China-EU, it will be conductive to improving the economic 
efficiency of nations and enterprises. In this case, the author in this paper takes the 
total costs of single typical sailing of ships as the basis and conducts preliminary 
analysis of the economy of the Arctic route, combined with route mileage. 
 
3.3.1 COSCO “Yongsheng” Ship(multipurpose ship)23 
―Yongsheng‖ Ship starts from Taicang in China, gets through the Arctic Northeast 
Passage and reaches Rotterdam. The range is more than 7800 sea miles, which is 2800 
sea miles shorter than the traditional routes through the Strait of Malacca and the Suez 
Canal, and the voyage time is shortened by 9 days. Yongsheng‖ Ship executing first 
voyage mission belongs to COSCO Shipping Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of the COSCO 
Group. It is a multi-purpose ship, whose load capacity is 19,461 tons, total length is 
155.95 m, molded breadth is 23.7 meters and designed speed is 14, ice level is Ice 
Class B1 of the China Classification Society. The ship is not specifically built for the 
polar voyage, so it is just reinforced before the first voyage. The voyage is through the 
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Bering Strait, the Chukchi Sea, the De Long Strait, the East Siberian Sea, the Laptev 
Sea, the Kara Sea, the Barents Sea, to the North Point of Norway, and eventually to 
various European ports. 
 
The first voyage of ―Yongsheng‖ Ship shows that the advantages of using the Arctic 
routes are obvious. Firstly, it can shorten the voyage to the minimum, reduce shipping 
fuel consumption and carbon emissions, reduce operating costs and improve 
operational efficiency of shipping enterprises. Taking the voyage from Shanghai to 
Reykjavik for an example, sailing in the Arctic Northeast Passage can save about 16 
days, more than 40% of range and 20% of fuel, compared to bypassing the Indian 
Ocean and the Suez Canal. Secondly, it can avoid passing through insecure areas with 
political instability or pirate haunting, etc. The benefit is manifested most 
dramatically in the first voyage of ―Yongsheng‖ Ship in the Arctic: in August 31, 
when ―Yongsheng‖ Ship was across the East Siberian Sea, ―COSCO Asia‖ Ship 
belonging to the COSCO Group was attacked by rocket in Suez Canal. Finally, the 
ship navigation density in the Suez Canal is large, which often results in the 
congesting port and queuing of ships, the time costs of shipping enterprises is 
increasing continuously, and the selection of Arctic route can avoid this situation. 
 
3.3.2 Route analysis of northeast passage by container ships that taking snow 
dragon ship route as the design basis
24
 
In order to better study the shipping economic value of the ―Northeast Passage‖. Now, 
the author in this paper simulates one container liner route through the ―Northeast 
Passage‖ from the Far East to Europe and calculates its voyage costs and compares 
the existing voyage costs with that of the Suez Canal. The author takes the fifth Arctic 
expedition ―Snow Dragon‖ Ship navigating the ―Northeast Passage‖ as the design 
basis, the specific route is as follows: Shanghai - Busan – Vladivostok – Provideniya - 
Dixon - Murmansk - Hamburg - Rotterdam. The total length of the route is 7 
200nmile, in which the water area with more floating ice is about 700n mile, the 
designed average speed is 10kn, spending 3 days; routine water area is 6500nmile, 
speed is 24kn, the current speed of the Suez Canal route, spending 11 days. In 
addition to one-day cargo handling along the harbor, it takes 20 days for one-way 
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navigation on the ―Northeast Passage‖ route; and from Shanghai to Rotterdam, the 
total length of the Suez Canal is 10585 n mile, one-way time consuming is about 30 
days. 
 
Currently, the operating in the Asia-Europe routes is mostly the fifth-generation 
container ship and container capacity is 8000 ~ 10000 TEU. The Arctic ―Northeast 
Passage‖ has no limit to the breadth of ships, but the ships can only sail along the 
low-latitude route of the northern coast of Russia due to the influence of the floating 
ice. Therefore, it will inevitably go through the Sannikov Strait. Excluding the tidal 
range factor, the maximum depth of the Strait is only 13 m, which theoretically only 
allows the container ships no more than fourth generation to pass through. At present, 
most of the vessels conducting at commercial trials in the ―Northeast Passage‖ are 1A 
/ PC7 class anti-ice resource collector, which is the only accredited northern sea 
channel lowest ice class vessels by Russian authorities. If the ships are 1A + class, 
they can independently complete the navigation of whole ―Northeast Passage‖, but 
according to provisions of Russian North Sea Operation Policy, all navigation ships 
must accept the icebreaker aid navigation services provided by Russia at the specified 
leg. It may be the main reason for many lower ice class ships navigating on the route 
currently. In conclusion, the ship selected by voyage number is the container capacity 
4000TEU 1A / PC7 class icebreaker. When navigating on the partial leg of ―Northeast 
Passage‖, ships need pilotage services of icebreaker of Russia. 
 
 Ship Rent 
The price fluctuates greatly in chartering market, which is caused by imbalance 
between supply and demand. Currently, the daily rent of one 4000TEU container ship 
is about 32000 USD: while the cost of one 1MPC7 class ship is 30% higher than the 
average ships, and the loss for ship navigating in the Arctic water area is larger, the 
depreciation life is shortened accordingly. Here, the daily rent of one 4000 TEU 
1MPC7 class ship is 50% higher than ordinary ships, which is about 48000 USD. 
 
 Fuel Costs 
According to the statistics of Drewry Maritime Transportation Research Report, the 
fuel consumption in normal water area is 0.3 t / n mile. As there is about 700 n mile 
sea with more floating ice in the ―Northeast Passage‖, it is estimated that the fuel 
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consumption in this sea area is 0.5finmile. Berthing for one day along the way, the 
fuel consumption per day is 10t. The fuel consumption of single voyage in the 
―Northeast Passage‖ is about 2360t. For easy comparison, it is assumed that ships 
need to anchor six ports along the Suez Canal and the cargo handling time for each 
port is 1 day, the fuel consumption of single voyage in the Suez Canal is 
approximately 3235.5 t, and it can save the fuel oil about 870t per voyage when 
navigating in the ―Northeast Passage‖. 
 
 Icebreaking Pilotage Dues 
In the early 1990s, there is cargo about 4 million t sailing in the ―Northeast Passage‖ 
each year and the icebreaking pilotage fee is only 2-4USD / t. In the late 1990s, the 
cargo amount is reduced by about 35%, while the icebreaking pilotage fee is increased 
to 7.5 USD / t. In the meantime, in order to ensure the normal operation of the North 
Sea Management Department, the Russian government funds them through financial 
subsidies, etc. However, since 2003, the Russian government has stopped funding, 
which has caused icebreaking pilotage dues to rush to 23 USD / t. The current 
charging standard of the North Sea Management Department is approximately 20USD 
/ t. For one 4000TEU ship, if the full load of each box is up to 14 t, due to the 
limitations of the maximum dwt deadweight tonnage of ships, the maximum container 
capacity is 2 800TEU, under the circumstance of full load of single voyage, the 
icebreaking pilotage dues which ships need to pay is 780,000 USD. 
 
 Port Charges and Agency Fees 
The charging standard recently published by the Suez Canal Authority is 40 USD / 
TEU. The single crossing river costs of 4000 TEU vessels is 160,000 USD. 
 
 Crew Wages 
Currently, it is more reasonable for 4000TEU ship navigating in the Asia-Europe 
route to configure 19 crews. The total wages of crews is about 1200000 USD / year; 
and conditions for navigating in the ―Northeast Passage‖ are difficult, therefore, 
wages should be increased accordingly. 
 
 Insurance Costs 
Marine insurance is divided into hull insurance, cargo insurance and liability 
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insurance. The insured value of insurance premium is 1％to1.5％. The valuation of 
one 4000TEU ship operating for several years is 40 million USD according to the 
information of current trading market of second hand ship. In addition to the value of 
the goods is about 100 million USD, the total value of cargo is 140 million, the 
insurance premium of single voyage is about 140,000 USD. The risk of navigating in 
the ―Northeast Passage‖ is greater, the insurance premium is increased by 50%, which 
is about 210 000 USD / voyage number. 
 
Comprehensive analysis: from Shanghai to Rotterdam, the maritime mileage of 
navigating in the ―Northeast Passage‖ route is reduced by about 30, compared with 
the existing Suez Canal route and the fuel consumption is greatly reduced. It not only 
saves costs, but also reduces carbon emissions. However, due to high icebreaking 
pilotage dues collected compulsively by the Russian Northern Sea Management 
Department, the voyage costs of the ―Northeast Passage‖ are increased significantly, 
which will hinder its further development. 
 
3.3.3 Route analysis of “COSCO Yantian” Ship as the design basis(container 
ship) 25   
Taking the operation condition of China-EU routes into account, the author in this 
paper analyzes the typical ships and paths. In this paper, the author takes the full 
container ship of China’s ―COSCO Yantian‖ Ship for an example to conduct the 
relevant analysis. Specific conditions are as follows: 
1) Select typical ship type 9 469 TEU, according to the data of real ship, the full load 
container capacity is 8000 international standard container unit, the ship is 350.56 
meters long and 42.8 meters wide, speed is 25.4 knots; 
2) Select typical routes and ports, the route from Shanghai to Hamburg, namely 
Shanghai - Malacca Strait - Suez Canal - Gibraltar Strait - Hamburg, according to 
Table 1 below (see section part), the whole course is about 10,715 miles; 
3) Select direct route structure; 
4) Only consider container transportation between ports in different regions, 
regardless of container transportation in the same region; 
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5) Port charges of Asian ports and European ports are respectively calculated by 
charging standard of Shanghai port and charging standard of Hamburg; 
6) The model selects single voyage calculation; 
7) Fuel price refer to European price in February 2015, the average price of heavy oil 
is 324 USD / ton, and the average price of light oil is 550 USD / ton. 
 
Fully consider various costs involved to make the model comply with the actual 
operations and establish the calculation model of container ship unit operating cost, 
which is shown in Figure6. 
 
 
Figure 6 The calculation model of the large container operation cost 
 
After calculation, the unit operating costs of yearly single ship is approximately 
$1349.0 USD /TEU, that is, 8363.8 RMB Yuan / TEU (calculated at the exchange rate 
of 6.2). Meanwhile, it can be seen from Table4, he voyage of the Arctic route is 7952 
nautical miles, and the sailing distance is shortened by 2763 nautical miles. Under the 
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circumstance of the other conditions remain unchanged; the shortening of voyage will 
bring at least three economic benefits as follows: 
 
1) The Shortening of Single Voyage Time 
Given the ship runs at the speed of 25.4, the entire voyage time will be shortened 4.5 
days (2763 / 25.4 × 24 = 4.5). Considering the ship needs to anchor the ports when 
sailing in the China-EU routes, while the ship does not need to anchor the ports when 
sailing in the Arctic route, which can further reduce the sailing time. The shortening 
of the transportation time will significantly improve the quality of services of shipping 
enterprises and its own competitiveness. 
 
2) The Cost Reduction of Voyage 
The profits increasing is calculated according to the model assumptions, the operating 
costs per year of the ship is 66.9 million Yuan (8363.8 × 8000/1000000 = 66.9), and 
then operating costs of yearly voyage will be reduced by 301.05 (66.9 × 4.5 = 301.05) 
million Yuan, under the circumstances of freight rate and other conditions remain 
unchanged, 301.05 million Yuan will directly become the added value of the yearly 
profits. 
 
(3) The increase in the voyage will lead to further increase in profits  
According to the data of COSCO Group, an Arctic voyage is generally 25 - 27 days 
(including the time of port berthing and cargo handling, etc.), and the non-operating 
period for a ship is about 25 days a year (such as vessel inspection), so the ship will 
sail 13.6-voyages ( (365-25)* 25 = 13.6) in a year. If the Arctic route has developed 
maturely, that is, navigable throughout the year, the voyage number per year in the 
Arctic route will be 16.59 times ( (365-25) / (25-4.5) = 16.59 ). Actually have three 
more voyages a year. This not only makes added value of profit of single voyage be  
903.15 million Yuan(301.05 × 3 = 903.15), thus saving about 903.15 million Yuan a 
year, whose economic benefits is very significant. 
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4. The influence of the development of the Arctic (Northeast) Passage on China’s 
shipping industry 
 
The Influence brought about by opening up a route is global. From the perspective of 
history, it will affect the world economy, trade, society, law, and even the political 
changes in the countries concerned. After Vasco da Gama opened up the route through 
hard sailing in the Horn of Africa for more than ten months, the route has caused 
turmoil in centuries in Africa and Asian countries, and even has had a significant 
impact on European countries. China has become the large maritime power in the 
world (see the table below)
26
. According to the latest statistical data of National 
Bureau of Statistics, China’s total volume of foreign trade was 3.64 trillion US dollars 
in 2014, in which the total volume of foreign trade with the EU and North America 
reached 1.06 trillion US dollars, which increased by 17.6% over last year and 
accounted for 29.1% of the trade volume with the world import and export of goods. 
Meanwhile, the freight volume of global Asia – Europe and Asia - North America 
routes is still in a steady growth. The opening and development of the Arctic 
Northeast Passage and even the whole Arctic route will inevitably have a profound 
impact on China’s shipping and may rewrite economic territory of China’s shipping 
industry with the utilization of routes and the resource development of surrounding 
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Figure 7 Top 20 shipping nations, beneficial ownership, 1 January 2014 
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Table 8 estimated containerized cargo flows on major East-West container trade 
routes, 2009-2013 (Millions of TEUs and percentage annual change) 
 
4.1 The influence on ocean marine cargo and trade 
 
The opening of the Arctic route can change the trade pattern of China currently 
largely depending on import energy, such as petroleum and natural gas, etc., from the 
Middle East and Africa region with political instability and increase our country’s 
energy trade with the North Pole. According to statistics of China's General 
Administration of Customs, the import volume of crude oil had reached 2.5378 billion 
tons and oil import dependence had reached about 55% in 2014. According to 
forecasts, the average annual growth rate will be 6% in the next few years, and 
China’s oil import volume will reach 454 billion tons to 2020, in which more than 
90% will rely on special oil tankers. At present, the main oil import places for China 
are the Middle East, Africa, Russia and South America. In addition, the tungsten ore 
in Canadian Arctic region and maritime products in Alaska and Norway are also 
major importing objects in China. Once the Arctic route is fully opened, China will 
continue to intensify its trade links with these regions and take them as destination of 
overseas procurement of energy and raw materials in China. Energy and resource 
reserves in the Arctic region determine that it plays an important role in the global 
strategy of energy and resources in China and the opening of the Arctic route will 
further strengthen this position. 
 
4.2 The influence on operation of shipping business 
The main impact is that the Arctic route can reduce the distance of maritime 
transportation and reduce transportation costs of China-EU routes. The traditional 
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China-EU routes are faced with the problems, such as Somali pirates and the 
increasing blockage of the Suez Canal and the Panama Canal. Selecting the Arctic 
route can relieve these risks and challenges, which reduces the strategic of traditional 
strait transportation to some extent. Besides, for our merchant ships, the Arctic route 
is a reliable route on trade and strategy. 
 
As mentioned above, the sea transportation distance of main ports in East Asia 
through the Arctic sea route to the Eastern Europe or North America is much shorter 
than that through the traditional route. The reduction of sea transportation distance not 
only shortens the distance and time of ship navigation, but also reduces the risk of 
damage to sea cargo and reduces canal dues and crew wages, which has made 
tremendous contributions to improving the operational efficiency of the entire 
shipping industry. Most importantly, the reduction of sea transportation distance can 
reduce ship fuel consumption and discharge of exhaust, which is of great significance 
for the world’s increasingly scarce energy of today and improving environmental 
quality. 
 
4.3 The influence on shipping finance and insurance 
 
Shipping finance and insurance industry belongs to the tertiary industry type in the 
shipping industrial structure. With the development of the shipping industry, the 
proportion of finance and insurance industry in the shipping industry is gradually 
increasing. Especially after the opening of the Arctic route, the shipping finance and 
insurance industry will not only play an important role, but also promote the 
adjustment of the shipping industrial structure. 
 
The opening of a new route also puts forward the corresponding requirements for 
vessels, enterprises and technical conditions, etc. involved, in addition to its own 
conditions reaching navigable requirements. Enterprises need to invest a lot of capital 
and technologies, improve the production equipment and purchase seaworthy ship 
when participating in the Arctic Northeast Passage. However, these changes require a 
lot of capital as support and it is difficult for the general SMEs to achieve this 
requirement. Therefore, the Arctic route is opened, enterprises will seek for a lot of 
finance loans to help enterprises carry out strategic transformation and increase 
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demand for financial services, so as to drive the rapid development of shipping 
finance industry. 
 
However, the marine insurance is the guarantee of navigation. In some traditional 
routes, such as the Malacca Strait and the Somali coast and other regions, the pirate 
activities and maritime terrorism are prevalent and passing ships are hijacked 
repeatedly, resulting in the insurance costs on these routes is very high. The piracy 
insurance belongs to the additional insurance in insurance freight, the insurance 
premium accounts for 0.125% - 0.2% of the total value of the shipping cargo. But in 
fact, in order to prevent piracy, all countries have sent their fleet to escort ships, so the 
costs invested is incalculable. In contrast, due to the special geographical location and 
the harsh natural environment of the Arctic route, there are few pirate activities in the 
area, therefore, there are few the pirates hijacking ships, so it does not need to pay 
pirate insurance. But even so, for the standpoint of environmental protection, the 
Arctic route may pay environmental pollution liability insurance which is not 
included in the traditional routes. Relevant departments must develop higher 
environmental and ecological protection standards for the Arctic to restrict the exhaust 
emissions of ships in the Arctic Ocean sea area, the coastal ports or routes. For this 
purpose, generate new types of insurance and premium source may be generated. 
 
4.4 The influence on Shipbuilding industry 
The biggest difference between the Arctic (Northeast) Passage and other traditional 
routes is that: since there is uncertainty floating ice existing on the sea, the ships need 
to have special structural strength and propulsion power; otherwise, only the ships by 
virtue of icebreakers or with strong anti-icing ability can pass through. Therefore, 
only the research and development of ships with certain anti-icing ability can meet the 
needs of navigating in the Arctic route. 
 
The opening of the Arctic shipping routes can effectively stimulate demand for 
shipbuilding market and make the demand for icebreakers increase gradually. Because 
the strength of China’s shipbuilding industry is strong, the price is relatively low and 
the quality is better, it will be fully developed in the demand wave of icebreakers. 
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Compared with the traditional routes, the difference is that the Arctic route has no 
restriction on tonnage of ship, any large ship can access to the Arctic route freely, thus 
making large vessels be widely used. To this end, it provides good market 
development opportunities for our shipbuilding to high-tech, high value-added and 
various icebreakers suitable for navigating in the Arctic routes. Therefore, the opening 
and development of the Arctic route is conductive to regulating the industrial structure 
of the shipping industry and promoting its industrial structure of the shipbuilding 
industry to evolve from low level to high level. 
 
4.5 The influence on Nautical education and training 
Since the opening of the Arctic route has a great impact on China’s shipping industry 
and the world shipping industry, it requires cultivation of shipping talents and nautical 
education and training to keep the pace of the opening of the Arctic route, make 
adaptive adjustments and prepare for larger-scale navigation of our ships in the Arctic 
routes. The opening and development of the Arctic route, just as mentioned above, 
affect the shipbuilding, marine equipment facilities manufacturing and the 
development of the Arctic route transportation, such as operating management and 
maritime public administration, etc., and should refine and form systematic Arctic 
sailing knowledge and experience for this. 
In the narrow sense, nautical education and training only relates to the operation and 
management on board. Special geographical location and the extreme climatic 
environment of the Arctic are very different from the conditions of some traditional 
route. The crews in our countries almost have no sailing experience in sailing in the 
Arctic, as well as are lack of understanding of polar-related knowledge. In the event 
of extreme weather or unexpected situations, crews will face great danger, coupled 
with China’s scientific research institutions are lack of systematic monitoring of data, 
such as climate, hydrology and sea ice conditions, etc. in the Arctic, it will be more 
difficult for our ships to sail in the Arctic route. Only the cultivation of high-quality 
and fully trained maritime personnel can ensure the efficient and effective operation 
of the Arctic route. 
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4.6 The influence on the shipping industry chain 
Since the Arctic Ocean is located in the peak of Europe, Asia and North America 
continents, its geographical location is very special. In recent years, some scholars 
have proposed to build large Arctic platform, namely establish a large Arctic platform 
integrating sea transportation, air transportation, transit shipment, warehousing, 
technology providing and information services into the one at the North Pole, and the 
surrounding islands or ports can provide warehousing, supply and diversion functions. 
Imagine once the large Arctic platform is completed, it will become the first 
international shipping axis center in true geographical sense, the existing ribbon trade 
pattern will be broken, the world shipping pattern will form a radial network structure 
centered by the large Arctic platform and the Arctic will become the world’s ―North 
Set‖. 
 
The opening of the Arctic route has promoted the establishment of the Arctic platform 
to make it possible to generate the global shipping hub, and the relevant industries 
transferring to the ports or regions of large Arctic platform will become the future 
industry development trend. Meanwhile, the opening of the Arctic route can provide 
the natural actual carrier for the development of the fourth party logistics in China and 
form the real fourth party logistics platform. The establishment of the fourth party 
logistics platform can not only coordinate and integrate resources in this region, but 
also attract suppliers, manufacturers and distributors in the relevant industries 
requiring shipping transportation, as well as supporting facilities, such as shipping 
finance, shipping consultation and maritime management, etc., to gather in the region 
and improve the functions of the entire shipping industrial chain. In addition, the 
establishment of the fourth party logistics platform can arrange voyage schedule and 
plan routes according to customer requirements to make the transportation service 
between the Arctic platform and other regions more scientific and rational and achieve 
continuous connections and fast shipment transshipment. Visibly, the establishment of 
the Arctic platform will make the fourth party logistics platform be fully developed to 
comprehensively coordinate and optimize the shipping industrial chain from the 
holistic perspective and ultimately improve the operating efficiency of the entire 
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shipping industry, as well as play a good role in promoting layout and optimization of 
shipping industrial chain. 
 
4.7 The influence on the port industry layout 
Firstly, for the navigation of the Arctic route and under the double drive of freight 
volume of sea cargo and energy demand, the relevant industries will spontaneously 
gather in regions with trade facilitation and low transportation costs. After the opening 
of the Arctic route, the industries in China will mostly gather in the coast or ports near 
the Arctic region and establish convenient buying and selling channels with upstream 
and downstream enterprises abroad through foreign trade and create economy of scale, 
which will attract more relevant industries to move to this region, so as to form a 
complete upstream and downstream industrial chain, so that the industrial 
concentration is more durable and stable and is conducive to expanding foreign trade 
and promoting the vigorous development of China’s maritime cargo transportation. In 
addition to geographical advantages with the advantages of industrial concentration 
make the northern coastal region in our country be likely to form a new round of 
growth pole and further strengthen the periphery model of coastal center and inland 
center, which is of important strategic significance for economic development of the 
northern coastal region and inland in China. 
 
Secondly, the navigation of the Arctic route will have a profound impact on the 
industrial division in coastal region and port industry layout. By the end of 2009, the 
State Council has formally replied and approved the ―Tumen River Area Development 
Plan in China‖. The plan notes that the opening of the Arctic route will greatly 
enhance the regional advantages of economic development in Tumen River area, and 
the core content is to obtain the status of marine outfall of the Japan Sea in the form of 
renting the northern Rajin port in Korea. As mentioned above, if using the Arctic route 
to shorten the sea transportation distance between China and the EU, the sea 
transportation voyage from the marine outfall of the Tumen River to the east coast of 
North America and Western Europe will be shortened approximately by half, which 
has incomparable advantages in various coastal ports in China. These advantages are 
almost comparable to the advantages of Yokohama Port. 
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The opening of the Arctic route takes the Tumen River as the marine outfall, which is 
bound to strengthen the market connection with three northeastern provinces, Inner 
Mongolia and even Mongolia, Japan and Korea, as well as the market connection with 
Western Europe and North America. It can be seen from the development plan of the 
Tumen River that, the ports in north China’s coastal ports in Shanghai are 
geographically near the North Pole. Make use of the advantages of short range 
distance of these ports through the Arctic route to Western Europe or North America, 
etc. and the port further north will have more obvious advantages, which play an 
important role in promoting the economic development in northern China, especially 
for economic development of the northern China, especially circum-Bohai-Sea and 
the northeastern China region, so as to make the northeastern China region become 
the fourth economic growth pole in China after the Pearl River Delta, Yangtze River 
Delta and circum-Bohai-Sea. Therefore, the opening of the Arctic route cannot only 
strengthen the strategic position of the northern ports, but also strongly promote the 
expansion of China’s port industrial layout towards north, thus forming the port 
industrial cluster with certain functions, especially playing a positive role in 
promoting the implementation of revitalizing northeast planning and constructing 
Dalian as Northeast Asian international shipping center, which will be conductive to 
the optimal allocation of resources in the northern ports and balanced development of 
regional economy. 
 
Li Zhenfu writes that
27
, the main impact of the opening of the Arctic route on the 
world shipping network pattern are the increase in the number of major routes and the 
expansion the influence scope of world shipping network pattern; the status change of 
main ports, increase in the local density of the global shipping network pattern; 
shipping technological development and innovation related to the Arctic routes, 
promoting the formation of new world shipping network pattern; change in regional 
cohesion and change in core and cluster state of world shipping network pattern. The 
change in world shipping network pattern is shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 8 World Shipping Network Pattern after the Navigation of Arctic Route 
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5. Conclusion and Recommendations 
5.1 Conclusion and prospect of Arctic shipping 
The natural changing process in the Arctic will profoundly affect the future maritime 
transportation and trade in China, especially have a huge impact on maritime transport 
trade in China and European countries. The route mileage of the Arctic route is short, 
transportation costs is greatly reduced. Besides, it has greater advantage in fuel costs 
and the trend of larger-sized vessel, therefore, it will further promote the development 
of Sino-EU trade; on the other hand, the Arctic route will not be disturbed by pirates, 
maritime safety is guaranteed and pirate insurance may be omitted. 
 
However, although the Arctic route has the potential to become ―golden waterway‖, 
there are also some problems of real commercialization. Firstly, the overall security 
issue: the ships suffer from unpredictable sea ice when navigating in the Arctic. The 
floating ice and icebergs force ships to sail only at low speed or even make a detour, 
coupled with the data about the Arctic Ocean is incomplete and inaccurate, the ship is 
full of perils when sailing; strict anti-pollution rules, higher cost of ice class ship, ship 
maintenance cost, sea ice projected costs, safety and emergency measures for ice-zone 
navigation, etc.. 
 
Secondly, the high ice navigation management and service charges (ice-breaking and 
pilotage) of the Arctic route, limited shipping time, ice-class ship chartering fees, ice 
navigation ship damage special insurance, etc. As DNV expert Jane Valkoenig says, 
―Technically speaking, there is no real problem now. As long as the requirements of 
the hull strength and the ship power and actual operation specifications for ice 
navigation are met, it will be ok. The main difficulty is cost and construction cost‖
28
. 
Thirdly, the infrastructure construction of seamark, meteorological station and coast 
ports, etc. on the Arctic route is lagging behind. Although there have been 41 ports 
opened to shipping enterprises among more than 50 ports along the Arctic Northeast 
Passage. However, there are 40% of ports with not strong port functions and very 
limited ability to provide supply. The construction of Accident Rescue System is 
currently in its infancy: If the ships are trapped, rescue teams may spend a long time 
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Fourthly, container transportation requires high on punctuality of the arrival of the 
goods at the port of destination, which is the weakness of the Arctic route. Valkoenig 
also points out, ―Time cost is an important factor in shipping. As the Northeast 
Passage is much shorter than the Suez Canal route, the Northeast Passage will be very 
attractive in terms of time. However, the weather conditions of the Northeast Passage 
are not very favorable, fog is more, the ice conditions will vary widely within one day 
or two and it is difficult to predict. If there is time requirement, the ships may delay its 
arrival due to the weather and ice conditions factors, especially in the initial stage and 
end stage of melting period in summer by selecting the Northeast Passage‖. 
 
Finally, there still is dispute in the attribution of the Arctic route, which is also the 
unavoidable problem for commercialization of the Arctic route. For decades, the 
controversy over the Arctic route of various countries is very intense. The Arctic route 
from Russia to Canada will be regarded as domestic traffic line, while other countries 
have been insisting that they have the right to sail in international waters. Therefore, 
before the opening of the Arctic route, laws and regulations suitable for the safe 
operation and ship management of the Arctic route must be established, underlying 
problems, such as the division of shipping rights and interests and the Arctic 
sovereignty disputes, etc. must be coordinated, so that the ―Arctic route‖ is able to 




Even so, the Arctic route is full of opportunities and good prospects. The Mayor Pu 
Chenghao in Pohang of South Korean predictes that the commercialization of the 
Arctic route may be achieved around 2030. The data released by Norwegian 
Shipowners Association shows that the freight volume through the Arctic Ocean will 
be increased to 50 million tons in 2020. More experts predict that, as the climate 
becomes warm, the navigation time of the Arctic route will be up to 6 months until 
2020; after 2030, the year-round navigation will be achieved. In addition, the Arctic 





 http://www.chinashipnews.com.cn/show.php?contentid=5811, China Ship News, 2013-09-25 
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Ocean floor contains rich resources, such as oil, coal, natural gas and ―combustible 
ice‖, etc., therefore, once the Arctic route is opened, it will not only be a trade route, 
but also be a busy resource and energy transportation line 
31
. Korea Maritime 
Organization predicts that 25% of Asian and European ships will get through the 
Northeast Passage in 2030; China Polar Institutions predict that 15% of China’s 
container ships will choose this route in 2020; the Russian Institutions predict that the 
freight volume of this route will reach 40 million tons in 2021
32
. Therefore, although 
the Arctic route cannot replace the strategic position of the Panama Canal and the 
Suez Canal in a short time, the global warming is changing terrestrial topography, 
meanwhile, it will change the layout of marine channel, which has become an 
indisputable fact. Its implementation is only a matter of time. 
 
For the prospect of the Arctic route, the EU ship owners will take a positive attitude. 
For this purpose, the EU policies for the Arctic shipping (from the EU Shipowners 
Association, 2012 Joint Communication Commission and High Representative of the 
EU for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy）are： 
- EU considers UNCLOS key basis for management of the Arctic 
- EU considers Arctic Council as primary forum for international  
- cooperation in the region (applied for observer status) 
- Specific on shipping: 
 Sea-bed mapping to assist in safe transport routes 
 Development of environmentally-friendly, low risk technology 
 Development mandatory IMO Polar Code 
 SAR through Galileo 
 Emergency preparedness, prevention and response measures 
through EMSA 
 Conservation and management of fish stocks 
 Sustainable tourism and cruise passenger ship safety 
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Figure 9 Marine shipping uses in the Arctic in 2009 
 
5.2 Recommendation 
Recommendation for Chinese ship owners: 
Crossing the Arctic continues to spark imagination. Our shipping-related companies 





1. It is recommended for Chinese ship owners to try the Arctic route and summarize 
data and experience. Only adequate data and empirical support can lay the foundation 
for the future Arctic voyage and have more right to speak for participating in the 
development of conventions and rules. 
2. The development and construction of anti-icing ship: it is recommended for 
relevant departments to research and development cargo which has anti-icing capacity 
and can adapt to the freight transport demand in ice-free or less ice summer. It can 
enter the Arctic freight stage in advance and can extend annual navigation season. 
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3. Shipping enterprises take the opportunity to realize the value chain extension: 
China’s shipping enterprises can make use of the advantages of close to the Arctic 
route to increase business activities, such as warehousing and distribution processing, 
etc., so that the original traditional transportation is transformed to modern logistics 
and achieves the value chain extension. 
4. The development of the fourth party logistics enterprise: Establish the Arctic 
platform to make it possible to emerge the global hub, which will provide natural 
actual carrier for the development of the fourth party logistics. Visibly, the 
development of the Arctic platform can fully develop the fourth party logistics, 
comprehensively coordinate and optimize the supply chain, so that the whole supply 
chain becomes more professional and more scientific and reasonable and the 
economies of scale can be fully utilized. 
Table 9 Strategy key factors of opportunity and threat  
Opportunities OPP1 Logistics cost of shipping enterprises reduces 
OPP2 High latitudes port in Asia will become the new 
international shipping center 
OPP3Tourism value of Arctic route 
OPP4International trade and shipping pattern 
transforms toward the direction of that is 
advantageous to China 
Threats THR1 Existing international law is not conducive for 
China to obtain Arctic route interests 
THR2 Arctic contest in United States, Russia, Canada 
and other Arctic coastal countries 
THR3 Chinese shipping enterprises are facing with 
more fierce competition. 
THR4 There are negative impacts on the low latitude 
port in our country 
 
 
Table 10 Strategic key factors of advantage and disadvantage 
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Strengths STR1 Chinese main export country status 
STR2 The improvement of Chinese international 
status 
STR3 The strengthen on Chinese Arctic Research and 
Expedition 
STR4 The promotion of Chinese shipping enterprise 
strength 
Weaknesses WEA1 China has no absolute right in international 
affairs 
WEA2 Chinese cultural factors (most of the 
international Laws are based on the western culture) 
WEA3 China is not the Arctic coastal state 
WEA4 Chinese ship building technology and logistics 
planning technology is not advanced enough 
 
On this basis, the recommendation for the Chinese government is 
(1) Actively create the Arctic shipping center 
After the Arctic route is completed, it will become new maritime transport convenient 
channel, which will gradually attract trade transportation cargo flow of East Asia, 
North America and Western Europe. However, China is at the kernel position of the 
East Asian trade, its influence on world economy and trade is gradually increasing 
and it has great advantage of creating the Arctic shipping center. China should 
intensify the strategic research on the Arctic shipping center and further improve 
China’s overall layout of international shipping center. 
 
Firstly, according to the analysis of the world shipping network pattern and core port, 
Shanghai has occupied an important place in the world shipping network pattern, 
which has strong attraction and influence, therefore, after the full opening of the 
Arctic route, Shanghai will be the first choice for constructing the Arctic international 
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shipping center. From the industrial perspective of the shipping industry, the ship 
service industry and logistics industry, etc., establish the modern and comprehensive 
shipping center mainly based on port and shipping transportation business, combined 
with shipping service business, such as the global freight forwarders, shipping agents, 
customs brokerage, ship insurance, ship financing, ship registration, classification 
inspection, ship sale and purchase and shipping consultation, etc., and integrating 
logistics service business, such as port warehouse logistics, port bonded logistics, 
third party logistics and fourth party logistics. Secondly, Dalian is also the important 
node of the world shipping network pattern and is geographically closer to the North 
Pole. Consider building it as the northern regional shipping center, one is to intensify 
the national shipping policy preference, such as reduce tax revenue of shipping 
enterprises and foreign-invested enterprises, provide ship financing and insurance 
concessions, give appropriate operating subsidy to shipping enterprises encourage the 
development of multimodal transportation services; two is to improve the freedom of 
shipping and trade. Appropriately lower ship registration conditions, reduce shipping 
charging standards, shipping enterprises are not restricted by investment ratio, 
simplify import and export customs procedures and encourage bonded logistics, etc.; 
three is to continuously improve shipping infrastructure, such as improve the seaward 
sea channel environment, improve carrying capacity of gate, build the automatic 
wharf collection and distribution system, construct professionalized shipping dock of 
special cargo types and be equipped with technological equipment with Internet of 
Things; four is to establish a unified shipping information platform, through the 
overall combination of shipping information platform inward and outward the port, 
customs information platform, cargo movement information platform and the 
collection and distribution information platform within the port, perfect the 
interchange process of shipping information, achieve timely sharing of information 
and improve the operation efficiency of the shipping business. 
 
(2) Feasibly support enterprise development of trade, shipping and logistics, etc. 
The opening of the Arctic route leads to new opportunities for the development of the 
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Asian-Pacific region, makes our country receive more attention and creates good 
opportunities for the industrial development of China’s trade, shipping and logistics 
and other fields. China should pay attention to providing conditions for enterprises 
entering the international competition market in the big environment of the opening of 
the route Arctic. First of all, we should actively introduce relevant foreign trade 
policies, adhere to the guidelines of the ―bringing in‖ and ―going out‖, carry out 
various pragmatic international trade cooperation, encourage foreign investment or 
Sino-foreign joint venture, develop processing trade and entrepot trade, relax the 
restrictions of customs on import and export and enterprises access to the market, 
enhance the freedom of trade and form the trade market with free competition. 
Secondly, we should actively ally with the relevant Arctic organizations, intensify the 
Arctic scientific investigation, obtain more first-hand data of the Arctic research, use 
the satellite technology and automatic monitoring technology to timely monitor and 
accurately forecast the Arctic weather and sea ice conditions based on this; early 
develop the Arctic chart standards, perfect the Arctic chart system and realize precise 
positioning and navigation based on field survey; organize the research and 
development of the Arctic icebreaker, innovate industries, timely develop the 
construction, maintenance and spare parts manufacturing industry of icebreaker or 
anti-ice ship and exploit ice ship construction, sale and purchase and leasing market. 
Finally, we should actively develop bonded logistics, promote business development 
of bonded warehousing, export processing, export consolidation, logistics distribution, 
international transit and multimodal transportation, etc., effectively integrate logistics 
resources, optimize the logistics supply chain, reduce logistics costs, encourage the 
development of logistics companies and form the Arctic logistics distribution center. 
 
(3) Appropriately adjust the coastal industrial layout 
The opening of the Arctic route will shorten the sea transportation distance of East 
Asia, North America and Western Europe and promote the structure adjustment of 
international division of labor. Meanwhile, China is linked with the world markets 
more closely, and the strategies of economic development and industrial division of 
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labor in coastal areas are also affected. China should timely adjust the strategies of 
economic development, appropriately adjust the coastal industrial division layout, 
adhere to market-oriented and adaptation to local conditions, overall develop the 
coastal port resources, coordinate and develop the coastal industrial cluster and 
cultivate the coastal industrial layout of accurate positioning, rational division of labor, 
strong emphasis and efficient operation. For example, the northern coastal regions 
take ocean transportation and logistics services as the developing emphasis, further 
improve the port infrastructure construction, feature port construction and 
professionalized terminal construction, develop the third party logistics and the fourth 
party logistics enterprises, develop the networked logistics information platform, 
improve cargo customs clearance speed, improve the time delivery rate of cargo, 
develop professionalized, low-carbon and federalized logistics industry cluster; while 
the southern coastal regions take processing trade as the developing emphasis, 
actively research and develop professional technology, improve the technical level, 
try to break through the technical barriers, master core technologies with independent 
intellectual property rights, improve the added value of trade products and use the 
national preferential policies, such as priority clearance, bonded processing and export 
tax rebates, etc. to reduce processing costs and increase trade volume. 
(4) Actively participate in the Arctic convention and platform construction 
In the face of the Arctic route issue, we should take ―strive strategy‖, seize the 
opportunity and actively participate in the development of coordination mechanisms 
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Attachment: The Relevant International Conventions and Rules and the 
Relevant Provisions of Coastal States of Arctic Navigation 
1) UNCLOS 
2) IMO 
a) The international rules for navigation in polar waters 
b) The 2008 International Intact Stability Code 
c) Guide to ship navigation in Arctic sea ice-covered waters and guide 
to ship navigation in polar waters (MSC / Circ.1056) 
d) Guide to passenger ship navigation away from search and rescue 
resources (MSC / Circ.1184) 
e) Guide to passenger ship navigation plan in remote areas A.995 
f) Guide to cold water survival 
g) Guide rule for operating ships in polar waters 
h) 1979 International Maritime Search and Rescue Convention 





3) The relevant provisions of Russia: navigation rules for Northern ocean-going 
shipping line waters 
4) The relevant provisions of Canada: Northern ship reporting system 
5) The relevant provisions of the United States: Oil Pollution Act, 1980 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, the 
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